CASE STUDY:

International
Payment Services
BACKGROUND
As specialists in domestic and international
PCI and P2PE accredited payment solutions,
International Payment Services (IPS) takes
their security and compliance very seriously.
Sales Director at IPS, Delia Pedersoli, partnered with SecurityMetrics for two PCI audits
and two P2PE audits, and previously for six PCI
and two P2PE audits at European Payment
Services (EPS).

“IN ADDITION TO ALL THE
HELP THEY ALREADY PROVIDE,
SECURITYMETRICS EMPLOYEES
VOLUNTEER TO HELP US
THROUGH CONVERSATIONS
WITH POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS
AND PRESENTATIONS AT
CONFERENCES TO EXPLAIN
HOW OUR P2PE SOLUTION
REDUCES OVERALL PCI
SCOPE. I TRUST THE TEAM
AT SECURITYMETRICS AS
MY GO TO EXPERTS FOR ALL
THINGS PCI AND P2PE.”
– D E L I A P E D E R S O L I , D I R EC T O R O F I P S

CHALLENGES YOU FACED
WITH PCI COMPLIANCE
• We have had a number of issues working with our hardware
manufactures, Key Injection Facilities (KIF), the Point Implementation Manual (POI), and P2PE apps.
• We were unsure of challenges validating a P2PE solution, as
it was not only our first time, but also so new in the industry.
• We did not know where to start developing policies and procedures for our P2PE solution.

RESOLVING CHALLENGES
WITH SECURITYMETRICS
• Realizing we have goals and deadlines, the QSAs make
themselves available to answer questions, which is one of
the reasons I keep selecting them for audits.
• The QSA team has been more than patient in helping
us understand the requirements, develop policies and
procedures for our staff, and work with the PCI Council to
get our solution listed.
• Because PCI is always changing and P2PE is so
new, education of all parties has been crucial. The
SecurityMetrics team has been very helpful in this regard.
• SecurityMetrics employees volunteer to help us through
conversations with potential customers and presentations
at conferences to explain how our P2PE solution reduces
overall PCI scope.

GOALS ACHIEVED WORKING
WITH SECURITYMETRICS
• While at EPS, SecurityMetrics conducted the world’s first
successful P2PE audit. That audit set a pace for other P2PE
audits I oversaw.
• Successfully listed multiple solutions with the PCI council.
• SecurityMetrics helped us understand requirements, process,
gaps, and how to resolve issues that were discovered.
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• Found a lasting partner and expert in PCI, P2PE, and data
security.

